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Claims

▪ Modern Hebrew new imperatives are derived through truncation 
from the surface future form (in support of Bat-El 2002).

▪ Truncation targets a morpheme, not an unanalyzed 
phonological string (novel claim, but see Bolozky 2009).

▪ Truncation is supported by exceptional phonotactics, as 
experimental evidence confirm (novel claim and findings).



Three ways to give an order in Modern Hebrew

Chanan (2019), Kalev (2019)
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Three ways to give an order in Modern Hebrew

“A new 
imperative” 
(Bolozky 1979)



New Imperative vs. Standard Imperative

Differs from standard imperative in that it allows initial spirants.



New Imperative vs. Standard Imperative

Differs from standard imperative in the suffixed form (here FSG).



Imperative Truncation 

Bat-El (2002):  
- The new imperative is derived from the future through truncation

Fut     Truncation       Imp.
CC-initial stem ti-frok      ti-frok           frok
CV-initial stem te-xapes      te-xapes        t-χapes

 

 



Imperative Truncation 

Bat-El (2002):  
- The new imperative is derived for the future through truncation

Fut     Truncation       Imp.
CC-initial stem ti-frok      ti-frok           frok, *tfrok (*CCC)
CV-initial stem te-xapes      te-xapes        t-χapes, *χapes (Max)

 

 

An “anti-faithfulness”(Alderte 2001, Horwood 2001) account: the phonology gets 
an instruction to truncate but not what to truncate.

 the result of truncation is variable: the entire prefix or only its vowel



Imperative Truncation 

Bat-El (2006):  
- The new imperative is derived for the future through truncation

Fut     Truncation       Imp.
CC-initial stem ti-frok      ti-frok           frok, *tfrok (*CCC)
CV-initial stem te-xapes      te-xapes        t-χapes, *χapes (Max)

 

 

We’ve classified χapes as “Imp”. Bat-El claims it is a loan from the Standard language.



Imperative Truncation 

Bat-El (2006):  
- The new imperative is derived for the future through truncation

Fut     Truncation       Imp.
CC-initial stem ti-frok      ti-frok           frok, *tfrok (*CCC)
CV-initial stem te-xapes      te-xapes        t-χapes, *χapes (Max)

 

 

1st problem: χapes is in fact very colloquial…



Imperative Truncation 

2st problem:  t-χapes and χapes do not have the same distribution 

Prohibitive al t(e)χapes  ‘don’t search!’ al *χapes
Wish ʃe-t(e)χapes  ‘-may you search’ ʃe-*χapes

▪ The vowels [i] and [e] often syncopate in free speech (Bolozky 2009).

Conclusion: shortened, prefixed forms like t-χapes are future forms, not imperative ones.



Imperative Truncation targets the prefix!

▪ The result of truncation is not variable:

Fut       Truncation       
CC-initial stem ti-frok      frok
CV-initial stem te-χapes      χapes

▪ Not a case of Anti-faithfulness.

▪ Instead, the entire prefixal morph is truncated (suggested in passing in Bolozky 2009).

 

 



Common cross-linguistically

Afro-Asiatic Indo-European

Mehri: Watson (2012); Bedja: Vanhove (2017); other data from personal inquiries



Absence vs. subtraction

How can we tease these analyses apart?

1. Argument from vocalization of suffixed forms

2-Fut.2MSG 2-Fut-fsg/pl imp-2fsg/pl

Standard MH ti-ʃmoʁ ti-ʃmeʁ-i/u ʃimʁ-i/u

Spoken MH ti-ʃmoʁ ti-ʃmeʁ-i/u ʃmeʁ-i/u

Problem: not 
necessarily synchronic 
derivation



Absence vs. subtraction

How can we tease these analyses apart?

2.     Unique phonotactic behavior

Past 2-Fut IMP.2MSG

‘open’ pataχ ti-ftaχ ftaχ ~ ptaχ

Bolozky (1979): spirantization (C[-son] -> [+cont]/V__)



Absence vs. subtraction

How can we tease these analyses apart?

2.     Unique phonotactic behavior

Problem: inconsistency in the 
application of the alternation 
(Albert 2014)

Past 2-Fut IMP.2MSG

‘open’ pataχ ti-ftaχ, *ti-ptaχ ftaχ ~ ptaχ

‘write’ katav ti-χtov, ??ti-ktov χtov ~ ktov

Bolozky (1979): spirantization (C[-son] -> [+cont]/V__)



Absence vs. subtraction

How can we tease these analyses apart?

2.     Unique phonotactic behavior
Intuition: speakers produce otherwise illicit clusters only* in the imperative

Prohibited initial clusters: *RC, *Cʔ   
Elsewhere, repaired by epenthesis: 

/ʁgila/ => [ʁegila] ‘accustomed (f.)’
/ʃʔila/ =>  [ʃeʔila] ‘loan’

e.g. Asherov & Bat-El (2019)



Production experiment

Participants: 27 native Hebrew speakers (none produce ʕ)
Task: “turn the past sentence into an order and add ‘already’ at the end”
Stimuli: 21 written sentences in Past 3msg

Examples of the task given to participants included a CVC target:

hu jaʃav →  ʃev kvar!
he sat  sit already



Production experiment

Participants: 27 native Hebrew speakers
Task: “turn the past sentence into an order and add ‘already’ at the end”

input sentence (a) and predicted target sentence (b)

a. hu  maχak    t-a-ʦijuʁ
   3MSG erase.PST.3MSG    ACC-DEF-drawing    
   ‘he erased the drawing’
b. (ti-)mχak                   t-a-ʦijuʁ      kvaʁ

       (2MSG-)erase.FUT/IMP.3MSG  ACC-DEF-drawing   already
       ‘Erase the drawing already!’



Production experiment

- Participants recorded themselves on a smartphone
- Recordings were analysed using PRAAT (Boersma & Weenink 2022)



  Input 
(Past)

Future Shortened future “Truncated” Standard

a. RC ‘bite’ naʃaχ ti- nʃoχ ??tnʃoχ ?nʃoχ neʃoχ

b. Cʔ ‘act’ pa(ʔ)al ti- f(ʔ)al ??tf(ʔ)al ?f(ʔ)al pe(ʔ)al

c. SC ‘send’ ʃalaχ ti- ʃlaχ tʃlaχ ʃlaχ ʃelaχ

d. CC ‘check’ badak ti-vdok ??tvdok bdok bedok

e. QiTeL ‘tell’ sipeʁ te-sapeʁ tsapeʁ sapeʁ sapeʁ

Also LC, NC

Possible outputs



  Input 
(Past)

Future Shortened future “Truncated” Standard

a. RC ‘bite’ naʃaχ ti- nʃoχ ??tnʃoχ ?nʃoχ neʃoχ

b. Cʔ ‘act’ pa(ʔ)al ti- f(ʔ)al ??tf(ʔ)al ?f(ʔ)al pe(ʔ)al

c. SC ‘send’ ʃalaχ ti- ʃlaχ tʃlaχ ʃlaχ ʃelaχ

d. CC ‘check’ badak ti-vdok ??tvdok bdok bedok

e. QiTeL ‘tell’ sipeʁ te-sapeʁ tsapeʁ sapeʁ sapeʁ

Also Cʕ

Possible outputs



Results: emergence of otherwise illicit clusters

  Future Shortened future “Truncated” Standard

a. RC ‘bite’ ti- nʃoχ 50.93% ??tnʃoχ 0 ?nʃoχ 18.5% neʃoχ 19.44%

b. Cʔ ‘act’ ti- f(ʔ)al 50% ??tf(ʔ)al 0 ?f(ʔ)al 48.15% pe(ʔ)al 01.85%

c. SC ‘send’ ti- ʃlaχ 13.89% tʃlaχ 12.96% ʃlaχ 68.52% ʃelaχ 0

d. CC ‘check’ ti-vdok 21% ??tvdok 0 bdok 79% bedok 0

e. QiTeL ‘tell’ te-sapeʁ 20% tsapeʁ 7.17% sapeʁ 72.8% sapeʁ 72.8%



  Future Shortened future “Truncated” Standard

a. RC ‘bite’ ti- nʃoχ 50.93% ??tnʃoχ 0 ?nʃoχ 18.5% neʃoχ 19.44%

b. Cʔ ‘act’ ti- f(ʔ)al 50% ??tf(ʔ)al 0 ?f(ʔ)al 48.15% pe(ʔ)al 01.85%

c. SC ‘send’ ti- ʃlaχ 13.89% tʃlaχ 12.96% ʃlaχ 68.52% ʃelaχ 0

d. CC ‘check’ ti-vdok 21% ??tvdok 0 bdok 79% bedok 0

e. QiTeL ‘tell’ te-sapeʁ 20% tsapeʁ 7.17% sapeʁ 72.8% sapeʁ 72.8%

Results: emergence of otherwise illicit clusters

12/27 speakers



  Future Shortened future “Truncated” Standard

a. RC ‘bite’ ti- nʃoχ 50.93% ??tnʃoχ 0 ?nʃoχ 18.5% neʃoχ 19.44%

b. Cʔ ‘act’ ti- f(ʔ)al 50% ??tf(ʔ)al 0 ?f(ʔ)al 48.15% pe(ʔ)al 01.85%

c. SC ‘send’ ti- ʃlaχ 13.89% tʃlaχ 12.96% ʃlaχ 68.52% ʃelaχ 0

d. CC ‘check’ ti-vdok 21% ??tvdok 0 bdok 79% bedok 0

e. QiTeL ‘tell’ te-sapeʁ 20% tsapeʁ 7.17% sapeʁ 72.8% sapeʁ 72.8%

Results: emergence of otherwise illicit clusters

19/27 speakers



Cumulative effect of language-specific and universal pressures

Within a given speaker: #RC > #Cʔ > TT,TR

  Future Shortened future “Truncated” Standard

a. RC ‘bite’ ti- nʃoχ 50.93% ??tnʃoχ 0 ?nʃoχ 18.5% neʃoχ 19.44%

b. Cʔ ‘act’ ti- f(ʔ)al 50% ??tf(ʔ)al 0 ?f(ʔ)al 48.15% pe(ʔ)al 01.85%

c. SC ‘send’ ti- ʃlaχ 13.89% tʃlaχ 12.96% ʃlaχ 68.52% ʃelaχ 0

d. CC ‘check’ ti-vdok 21% ??tvdok 0 bdok 79% bedok 0

e. QiTeL ‘tell’ te-sapeʁ 20% tsapeʁ 7.17% sapeʁ 72.8% sapeʁ 72.8%



Tendency to avoid truncation when it results in illicit cluster

More future forms; some epenthesis repairs

  Future Shortened future “Truncated” Standard

a. RC ‘bite’ ti- nʃoχ 50.93% ??tnʃoχ 0 ?nʃoχ 18.5% neʃoχ 19.44%

b. Cʔ ‘act’ ti- f(ʔ)al 50% ??tf(ʔ)al 0 ?f(ʔ)al 48.15% pe(ʔ)al 01.85%

c. SC ‘send’ ti- ʃlaχ 13.89% tʃlaχ 12.96% ʃlaχ 68.52% ʃelaχ 0

d. CC ‘check’ ti-vdok 21% ??tvdok 0 bdok 79% bedok 0

e. QiTeL ‘tell’ te-sapeʁ 20% tsapeʁ 7.17% sapeʁ 72.8% sapeʁ 72.8%



Interim summary

Illicit clusters emerge in imperatives;
Imperatives show a direct relation to the future



Discussion: synchronic truncation?

But why would imperative formation have access to a surface form at all?  



Discussion: synchronic truncation?

Verb moves up to mood and 
gets truncated.

vP 

Possible under stratal OT (or 
any theory that allows order)



Verb does not move up beyond Neg 
(Alcázar & Saltarelli 2014: 115)

Discussion: synchronic truncation?

vP 



Hebrew Subjunctive: Mood over Negation

 ʃe-tihiju briʔim
COMP-be.FUT helthy.PL
‘May you be in good health.’

 ʃe-lo tedʕu ʕod caʕar
COMP-NEG know.FUT more sorrow
‘May you not suffer any more loss.’



Conclusions 

1. The new imperative in MH shows special phonotactic 
behavior.

2. It cannot be accounted for under gradient Anti-faithfulness.
3. Both OO-correspondence and a compositional syntactic 

account work.
4. The latter has the advantage of being non-arbitrary: the 

Future and Imperative are structurally related.



Future directions 

Possible syntactic limitations to SSP violations in MH: 
1. Another possible environment: the construct state

i. lvuʃ ʃxorim ‘dressed black’
ii. pʔil ʃalom ‘peace activist’

2. Is there a way to deal with the syntax-sensitive SSP 
violations within a parallel theory of phonology?



Thank you!

We thank Sabine Arndt-Lappe, Noa Bassel, Iris Berent and 
Eyal Marco for helpful comments and discussion
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“Shortened Future” – only with licit clusters

  Future Shortened future “Truncated” Standard

a. RC ‘bite’ ti- nʃoχ 50.93% ??tnʃoχ 0 ?nʃoχ 18.5% neʃoχ 19.44%

b. Cʔ ‘act’ ti- f(ʔ)al 50% ??tf(ʔ)al 0 ?f(ʔ)al 48.15% pe(ʔ)al 1.85%

c. SC ‘send’ ti- ʃlaχ 13.89% tʃlaχ 12.96% ʃlaχ 68.52% ʃelaχ 0

d. CC ‘check’ ti-vdok 21% ??tvdok 0 bdok 79% bedok 0

e. QiTeL ‘tell’ te-sapeʁ 20% tsapeʁ 7.17% sapeʁ 72.8% sapeʁ 72.8%

exists elsewhere: (e.g. [tsisa] ‘fermentation’, [tʃlenov] ‘name’)



No complete deletion of ʔ/ʕ elsewhere 

- In some cases, the Cʔ “cluster” we found did not have an audible glottal 
release

- However, unlike in other cases of ʔ deletion, there was no surface 
inserted vowel [e] as in the examples below

  pst.3mg QaTaL Action noun QTiLa

*Cʔ ‘kick’ ba(ʕ)at be.ita ~ beʕita; *bita, *bʕita

 ‘aspire’ ʃa(ʔ)af ʃe.ifa ~ ʃeʔifa; *ʃifa *ʃʔifa



Examples from PRAAT



Examples from PRAAT



Examples from PRAAT


